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Take Home Message (256 characters max)
The metabolome enables unprecedented insight into biochemistry, providing an integrated signature of the genome, transcriptome, proteome and exposome. Measurement requires rigorous protocols combined with specialized data analysis to achieve its promise.
Introduction

Obstructive lung diseases including asthma and COPD are heterogenous syndromes for which the molecular determinants of individual sub-types of pathogenesis remain unclear. This is a major barrier in understanding disease etiology and in stratifying patients for treatment as well as in identifying actionable therapeutic targets. There is an unmet need to understand the dysregulated biochemical processes driven by the interaction between genetic and environmental factors [1]. While challenging to study, this complex intersection can be captured via the metabolome. Metabolic phenotyping (metabotyping) has demonstrated sufficient molecular resolution to identify phenotypes and endotypes of respiratory disease, including asthma [2-4], COPD [5, 6], respiratory syncytial virus bronchiolitis [7], and cystic fibrosis [8-10]. Although metabolomics is a valuable tool for investigating respiratory disease, it poses several challenges that result in metabolomics being a non-standardised discipline for which there is no one-size-fits-all solution. To assist the respiratory community in asking the right questions and understanding the data generated by metabolomics, we herein discuss both challenges and recommendations for integrating metabolomics into respiratory research.

Background

The metabolome is defined as the complement of small molecule metabolites (generally <1500 Da) that rise from cellular metabolism. The human metabolome is complex, with size estimates varying widely and reaching upwards of 1 million molecules [11] compared to ~21,000 protein-encoding genes and 15,000 gene products, which are determined by 4 bases or 20 amino acids, respectively. This chemical diversity renders the metabolome analytically challenging to measure relative to other omics technologies. The Human Metabolome Database currently contains 220,945 metabolite entries (accessed Nov 2021, https://hmdb.ca) [12]; however, only several thousand have been included in human metabolism models [13]. The utility of measuring the metabolome lies in its ability to provide insight into biochemical processes, essentially reflecting in real-time what the cell/tissue is doing at the moment of sampling, whereas genetics and transcriptomics reflect what the cell/tissue is potentially capable of doing or planning to do, respectively. The metabolome reflects the integrative effects of the genome, transcriptome, proteome, and exposome together with other influencing factors such as diet and microbiome (Figure 1). While the metabolome is the closest biological level to the phenotype, studying the metabolome poses its own unique challenges discussed below.
Metabolomics study design

**Challenges:** A strength and weakness of metabolomics is its inherent sensitivity to both internal and external stimuli, which has led to it being described as the canary of the genome [12]. First, it is necessary to control the study parameters to minimize physiological differences between study groups. For example, a systematic review reported 196 metabolites that significantly change their concentration in human biofluids 24-hr post exercise [14]. Second, the sampling and storage conditions of biosamples can also affect the observed metabolome; for example, hemolysis resulted in 30% of the measured blood metabolites significantly changing [15]. Third, given the sensitivity of the metabolome, it is vital to account for confounders (e.g., sex, age, BMI, smoking, study site bias). External factors including diet and medication can exert strong effects on observed metabolite levels with for example, both inhaled and oral steroids exerting metabolite-specific effects [3, 4, 16].

**Recommendations:** Prospectively plan sample collection, processing, and biobanking to ensure integrity for metabolomics analysis. These efforts include standardized operating procedures (SOPs) for sample collection (e.g., collect samples at the same time of day, use the same collection tubes across all study centers), sample workup (e.g., same centrifugation speed, duration, and temperature for preparation of plasma/serum), and sample storage (e.g., same temperature, defined biobanking protocols) [17, 18]. A comprehensive review of sampling aspects for metabolomics has been published [17]. Relevant clinical, lifestyle, and treatment data should be recorded. When prospective planning is not possible, pilot studies are recommended to document potential bias associated with the sample handling conditions relevant for the study. It is useful to identify a priori metabolites or metabolic pathways that are central to the study to ensure that the selected method (e.g., choice of matrix, metabolomics method) will provide appropriate data. Multi-centre recruitment sites can also exert bias on a metabolite-specific basis [3], and care must be taken to minimise site-related confounding factors. Failing to implement such recommendations can result in the introduction of statistical error (bias and variance), thus reducing the reliability in results and leaving the study vulnerable to irreproducibility.

Measuring the metabolome

**Challenges:** There are >350,000 chemicals registered for production and use [19], each of which can lead to multiple metabolites following intake to the human body. This chemical complexity, in combination with endogenous metabolism, requires specific considerations for measurement. First, the metabolome is physicochemically diverse. Metabolites range from small and polar molecules (e.g., amino acids) to large and non-polar (e.g., lipids). Second, the concentrations span several orders of magnitude [20], for example metabolite concentrations in blood range from pM (e.g., thromboxane B₃) to
mM (e.g., lactate) [21]. Third, the speciation and concentration of metabolites is biofluid- and tissue-specific. Fourth, many metabolites have short half-lives and/or low stability (e.g., thromboxane A$_2$ has a half-life of ~30 sec [22], glutathione easily oxidizes and is highly reactive). Fifth, the full complement of metabolites in the metabolome is unknown.

Due to metabolite diversity, no single analytical platform can capture the metabolome in its entirety. For this reason, several analytical methods are used to increase coverage, each having their own benefits and limitations with liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) being the most common. Dunn et al [23] published a comprehensive review of analytical platforms for metabolomics. These analytical techniques are designed to be discovery-based and are not developed in adherence to accreditation standards. Accordingly, alternate precision and quality control measures are applied to ensure that high quality data is achieved [24]. The most widely employed precision measure is the relative standard deviation (RSD) of biologically identical quality control (QC) samples. The dispersion ratio (D-Ratio), the ratio of the standard deviation of QC samples to the standard deviation of biological test samples (i.e., the ratio of methodological variation to biological sample variation), has recently emerged as an alternative quality metric. For reliable statistical interpretation, it is recommended that the D-Ratio should be <50% [24].

In LC-MS and GC-MS, metabolites are annotated and identified by comparing chromatographic and spectral properties to metabolite databases. Confident metabolite identification is required for accurate biological interpretation; however, this remains a key challenge and metabolites are often not all identified at the same confidence level [25, 26]. For reliable annotation, the chemical signal in the sample must match that of a chemical standard measured using the same method. However, for the majority of human metabolites, chemical standards are not available. In the absence of verification, mass spectral fragmentation patterns can be interpreted for metabolite identification but the identify is not considered confirmed, which can result in misidentification and subsequent misinterpretation.

Recommendations: Engage early with the metabolomics laboratory to discuss the specific study needs to choose methods that align with the study goals. It is essential to understand and report on the level of certainty in the metabolite identification [25] as well as the measurement precision of each metabolite (e.g., RSD, D-ratio). The reporting of unnamed metabolite features is discouraged. For pulmonary research, there is an unmet need to determine which matrices are most informative. Most metabolomics investigations have focused on blood and urine because the analytical
methods are well established, and sampling is routine. Few studies have examined matrices that are potentially more insightful for respiratory medicine (e.g., bronchoalveolar lavage fluid [27], bronchial wash [28], exhaled breath [29], saliva [30], sputum [31]), with the exception of breathomics, which has been reviewed elsewhere [32]. Analysis of these matrices is challenging due to invasive or non-routine sampling requirements, dilute metabolite concentrations, and lack of standardized strategies for normalizing inter-sample concentration differences.

Metabolome data structure

**Challenges:** Metabolism is interconnected and changes in metabolite concentration occur in combination with other metabolites. As a result, metabolomics data are highly covariate. Accordingly, data analysis methods used in other omics sciences are not always entirely relevant for metabolomics data. For example, univariate hypothesis testing followed by calculation of the false discovery rate (FDR) is often applied to omics data, but FDR methods assume that variables are independent [33, 34]. To model the covariance and assess the combinatorial effects of metabolites, data are routinely analyzed using multivariate (clustering, dimensionality reduction) and machine learning (e.g., partial least squares–discriminant analysis, support vector machines, random forests) methods [35-37]. In addition, as with other omics technologies, it is not straightforward to perform a power calculation. Pathway mapping approaches are sometimes used to aid biological interpretations; however, these should be used cautiously [38] because they are vulnerable to bias based upon choice of the background set (e.g., all the compounds identified in a particular assay vs. reference pathway), differential metabolite selection methods (e.g., p-value vs. q-value), and pathway database (e.g., KEGG, Reactome, BioCyc). For example, the background set can be biased towards metabolites that are easily detectable (e.g., tryptophan metabolism) and pathway size can influence the findings with smaller pathways being more significant than larger pathways.

**Recommendations:** Develop a data analysis strategy prior to study initiation. In particular, determine which analysis methods are most appropriate to answer the study question, assess whether they are feasible to implement, and ensure they are performed in consultation with experts. A weight-of-evidence approach can be useful in interpreting results. A detailed protocol for statistical analysis of metabolomics data, including power calculations, has been recently published [39]. Metabolomics is a discovery science, and results should inform planning for future analysis and validation studies. Metabolomics data often require confirmation using targeted quantitative methods in the same way that transcriptomics data are confirmed with RT-qPCR. Another resource for data confirmation is to interrogate on-line repositories of
metabolomics data (e.g., the COnsortium of METabolomics Studies (COMETS) [40]). A challenge for pulmonary research is that clinical cohorts are often small, resulting in decreased statistical power, sampling error, and a paucity of data in on-line repositories. There is a need to collaborate to increase the size of studies in respiratory medicine, particularly in terms of longitudinal sampling, sampling in association with exacerbations, and intervention studies. In addition, there is a concomitant need for respiratory researchers to submit the results of their investigations into common on-line data repositories (e.g., MetaboLights [41], Metabolomics Workbench [42]).

Future of metabolomics in pulmonary medicine

Despite the challenges, metabolomics efforts have made important discoveries in pulmonary medicine [4, 43, 44]. The future applications lie in our ability to perform deep molecular phenotyping of disease to identify treatable endotypes (e.g., identify molecular markers to stratify patients for treatment with biologics). In addition, metabolomics is a useful component of precision medicine strategies for monitoring of individuals and can be readily adapted to home monitoring. For example, home microsampling can be paired with home spirometry and smart phone-based apps to provide increased understanding of the triggers of exacerbations as well as in identifying sub-groups of individuals as unique responders and in determining appropriate treatment. It may be possible to link environmental and dietary exposures to specific metabotypes in an exposome-based approach to identify specific triggers of disease sub-phenotypes. There is increasing use of multi-omics analysis, integrating data from metabolomics with other omics platforms to gain a more comprehensive understanding of molecular mechanisms [43]. The metabolome is dynamic and there is a need for longitudinal monitoring of individuals to enable temporal mapping and stability assessments. There is also a need to develop clinically robust assays to be able to analyze data over long-term monitoring projects, particularly in regard to precision health programs. To realize its potential, the limitations of metabolomics outlined herein must be addressed. As the field continues to advance, it can be reasonably expected that metabolomics will become a routine tool; however, in its current phase, there is a need to understand the methods being used and in particular the limitations and biases of the chosen approach. This information is necessary to assess the data quality as well as ensure that the biological and clinical interpretations are accurate, which will enable extraction of the maximal information from a metabolomics experiment.
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Figure Legend

Figure 1. Metabolomics overview illustrating the key components of a metabolomics experimental workflow. While the full complement of the human metabolome remains unknown, estimates range upwards of >1 million compounds. The utility of the metabolome lies in its ability to reflect the integrated metabolic signature of gene and environment (GxE) interactions combined with dietary and lifestyle influences. Measuring the metabolome requires a 3-pronged approach that includes rigorous study protocols in combination with dedicated analytical methods and field-specific data analysis. When properly executed, the metabotype can inform clinical diagnosis and treatment as a component of precision medicine approaches. SOPs, standard operating procedures; ID, identification; Dx, diagnosis; Tx, treatment. Created with BioRender.com